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Three Initiated Into E ta
Women Debaters
MONMOUTH TO
NEW CAMPUS
TWO SENIORS Lawrence College
Sigma Phi Thursday Night
Return From Trip
Symphonic Band\
Eta Sigma Phi, honorary classical lan
MEET VIKINGS
FORUM
HOLDS
WILL DEBATE
guage fraternity, initiated Marjorie
To
Iowa
,
Illinois
Will Play Sunday
Freund, ’35; Dorothea Wolf, ’35; ami
HERE TONIGHT
Mae Fethers, ’34, at Hamar house
MARQUETTE Playing over station WHBY Sunday FIRST SESSION Alyce
After three days of debating, snatch
Thursday night at 5:30. A banquet at
from (i:00 to 6:30 p.m., the Lawrence

Mueller’s Tea room followed the initia
Fulton, Connor of Negative Side College Symphonic band under the direc Stanley Greene, ’33, Presents His
tion.
tion of Prof. E. C. Moore will make its
Answer To Dr. W riston’s
Make Tour to Milwaukee,
Alphile Espesetli was toastinistress.
first public appearance in several years.
Challenge
W est Allis
Toasts were given by Dr. Weston, Esther
On*- Lawrence contingent of affirma
tive debaters had no sooner returned
from Mount Vernon, Iowa, and another
pair of Lawrence trams from the south
ern part of Wisconsin, than I>avid L.
Pulton and Henry J . Connor left for
Milwaukee yesterday morning to meet
Marquette’s affirmative representatives.
Tuesday afternoon Orvis Schmidt,
Kenneth Johnson, Lawrence Oosterhous,
and Norman Clapp returned from the
first debate trip into midwestern terri
tory of the season. Monday night after
Sch ini' It and Johnson had debated Cor
nell college’s negative team on the ques
tion of national regulation of “ all bank
ing functions” and guaranteed deposits,
the debaters ami Coach Franzke drove to
Freeport, 111., l>efore stopping for the
night. I-ate the next morning they start
ed out for Appleton and arrived in the
afternoon.
Three Debates on Trip
The trip which took the debaters into
Chicago for the weekend and then out
to Mount Vernon included three debates.
Friday, Clapp and Oosterhous met a
Crane Junior college team; Saturday,
Schmidt and Johnson debated the Chi
cago Law school over Station WlBO,
and Monday evening the same team met
Cornell at Mount Vernon.
Monday and Tuesday, Roland Beyer,
William Davis, Forest Bennett, Addison
Sprague, and Vernon Beckman debated
at Jefferson and Edgerton.
Regulationist Sprague in an attempt
to adapt the argument to the local situa
tion ran amuck in Edgerton Tuesday
night. Fearing that at last they had
struck a town without a bank failure,
Sprague opened his sjieech, “ Although
apparently you have had no trouble with
your hanks here, —. ”
The audience
groaned, Sprague looked flustered, he
turned to the chairman for reassurance,
and the chairman was holding up two
lingers. The hanks that appeared open
ami thriving that afternoon were operat(Continued on page 3)

Hoover Gives
Radio Speech
Discuss ‘ The Role of Reason in
World Affairs” Over
Station WHBY
Called upon to pinch-hit for President
Wriston, who was to give an address
Wednesday afternoon over WHBY, in
commemoration of George Washington's
birthday, Dr. Hardy Hoover, student sec
retary, spoke on the subject, ‘ ‘ The Role
of Reason n World Affairs.”
The essence of Dr. Hoover’s speech
was that through an intelligent and
deepening interest in world affairs we
expand our sympathies anil therefore ex
pand our lives, which is the true role of
reason in world affairs. He reached this
conclusion in his speech by pointing out
on what basis governments and especial
ly our government are founded. “ Gov
ernments are not founded on nothing,”
he said. “ They are founded on ideas.
The three most recent and I»eat examples
are the United States, France, and So
viet Russia. ’ ’
All Three Result of Revolutions
Hoover then proceeded to show that
all these three governments were results
of revolutions and that revolutions are
brought about by ideas of a new and
better order. He concluded, “ Govern
ments are built on waiting ideas. Other
things equal, the better the ideas, the
better the government. Therefore gov
ernments are founded on conviction. But
convictions are not necessarily true. And
experience has taught us that a person’s
(Continued on page 4)

The program as arranged by the di
rector will include (¡olden I d e a l a
march by Krnest Glover; Serenade Ks/»ii/noIf bv George Bizet; Sinr* in the
Velvety Ski/, a cornet solo by Herbert
Clarke to be played Sunday by Richard
Fuller, '34, cornet soloist of the band;
Obcrnn, by C. M. von Weber; Call o f the
$yll>hs, by Emille Fraseard; and Lights
(hit, by E. McCoy, the march which will
close the program.
Prior to this year the Lawrence Sym
phonic band has been an organization
to offer conservatory students merely an
opportunity of rehearsing in a group.
This year Director Moore is attempting
to give several public concerts, of which
this radio broadcast is the first.

First President
Subject of Talk
Need More Human Conception of
George Washington, Says
Dr W. L. Crow
“ The man who offers us a bottle of
relief with a guaranteed success to be
jailed for perjury.” Dr. W. L. Crow
was speaking on George Washington^n
chapel Wednesday when he made the
remark.
“ What would Washington do if he
were here today?” asked Dr. Crow.
“ Would he favor the utopian plans of
socialism or communism as a way out
of our present situation? Wliat would
he think of technocracy, the plan which
grew up too fast, and consequently,
was doomed to an early death. The man
who offers us a bottle of relief with a
guaranteed success ought to be jailed
for perjury, ” he said.
Washington had both friends and
enemies as has every prominent person.
His enemies, self righteous individuals,
criticized both his motives and his life
strongly. On the other hand, his friends
and admirers, among whom may be num
bered such men as Gladstone and Ben
jamin Franklin, praised both his char
acter ami deeds highly.
‘ ‘ What we need is a more human con
ception of George Washington,” Pro
fessor Crow said. To illustrate, he quot
ed from a panegyric on Washington
which told in glowing terms of the cut
ting of the cherry tree and the joy of
Washington’s father when his little son
refused to tell a lie. Such stories have
apparently tended to give America the
wrong opinion of the father of his
country.
“ In closing, it may be said of Wash
ington, as of all other true patriot», that
he ‘ thought that others might think,
felt that others might feel, and lived so
that others might live.’ ”

Reid Chosen As
Assistant Editor
O f Lawrentian
Rol>ert Reid, ’36, has been selected to
succeed Robert Ruedebusch, ’34, resigned
assistant editor of the Lawrentian. The
selection was made at the meeting of the
Lawrentian Board of Control yesterday
afternoon.
Reid has worked on the Lawrentian
staff since this last fall. Recently he
received the appointment as editor of
student news. Reid was editor of his
high school pai>er at Elgin, III., before
he came to Lawrence last fall.
There will be no frolic tonight on
account of the basketball game.

Merkle, president of Eta Sigma Phi,
The Student Senate, the Lawrentian, and Marjorie Freund.
the |>eace organization, and even the
Campus Forum were under fire at the
meeting of the new Campus Forum last
night; a motion was passed authorizing
the executive committee of the Forum
to select a committee to investigate the
possibility of establishing a publication
under its leadership; President Beyer
intervened in the first spirited meeting
Car|>enter8 hacked and sawed last week
of that group since pre-election days to
say, **Before this degenerates into a to make room for an unprecedented num
ber of students registered in Miss Olga
free for all . . . ”
Smith's class in bacteriology. An entire
Students who |>eeked into the litera partition 24 feet long was torn out along
ture room might have discovered Stanley the southeast wall of the laboratory to
Green speaking on “ The Next S tep” in give an additional 96 square feet of
the o|>ening of the session. In answer floor space to the room.
ing the statement of Dr. Wriston which
Three times the expected number of
asserted that the next step in Lawrence
students wished to enroll in the course
progress come from the student liodv,
this semester, and the consequence was
Green compared the student opinion of
a cut in two directions. College carpen
the campus to the uncoordinated reac
ters were set to work to enlarge the lab
tions of the jelly fish to stimuli. The
oratory, and the class was limited to 14
organizations on the campus such as the
laboratory and 18 lecture students.
Student Senate, the Lawrentian, and
In addition to tearing out the parti
the Forum had been attempting to crys
tallize student sentiment, and although tion on the southeastern wall, all steriliz
they were succeeding in their primary ing materials were moved into an ad
functions, these functions in themselves joining room now known as the steriliz
restricted the complete organization of ing room. Miss Smith stated that the
class has now the very best of laboratory
student opinion by these groups.
equipment, including an incubator, an
In Green’s opinion, the first step the electric oven to sterilize glassware, an in
student l>ody has to make in keeping pace stantaneous water heater, and an Ar
with the faculty is the utilization of the nold steam sterilizer for objects that
Campus Forum for the discussion of <oald lie ruined by too much pressure.
student problems and for the formula
Because each student must have his
tion of definite ideas on the various
own equipment, new materials and glass
problems.
ware had to be ordered, and more lockers
According to Green, the Forum in had to I k- moved into the bacteriology
making the al>ovc move should take up room. As part of its regular laboratory
on itself the creation of a student pub work the class will make various experi
lication which would stimulate interest ments with blood, counting the number
in the Forum, would formulate student of white and red corpuscles, and study
ing the relation of blood and bacteria.
(Continued on page 4)

More Room Made
For Bacteriology
Classes and Lab

Choir To Sing
“ The Creation”
Eighty Voices To Present H aydn’s
Composition at Methodist
Church

Tonight’s Opposition Second in
Midwest, Dennejrmen
Are Sixth
By A rt Farwell
A determined Viking squad will pit
itself against one of the classiest basket
ball teams in the Midwest circuit when
Coach A. C. Denney sends his charges
against Monmouth college at the New
Alexander gym tonight.
Monmouth is running in second place
In the Midwest conference with four vic
tories and one d efeat; Lawrence is
lodged in sixth place with two wins
against three defeats. Monmouth has
defeated l>oth Coe and Beloit on the lat
ter»’ home floors, while Lawrence has
drop|H'd games to both Coe, at Cedar
Rapids, and Beloit, here. From com
parative scores the visitors are at least
twelve points better than the Vikings.
Drill On Defense
The Vikings are not at all satisfied
with the results of their trip last week
and are going to take Monmouth if such
a feat is at all possible. During the
practice sessions this week, Coach Den
ney has drilled the blue and white de
fense hoping that his men will be able
to stop Ozburn, Monmouth center, who
has caused the downfall of many Mid
west teams.
Against Coe this center scored 18
(toints; against Beloit he garnered 10
points; against Carleton, at Northfield,
he scored 11 points. Ben Rafoth will be
assigned to stop Ozburn. Big Ben should
give Ozburn about, all he wants along
defensive lines, for in the last three
games he has carried the brunt of the
Viking attack.
Bill Foote has returned to the Vike
squad, and in the sessions this week he
has shown himself very capable. Foote
has been out all season with a broken
(Continued on page 3)

*A choir of 80 voices is singing
Haydn’s oratorio, “ The Creation,” at
the First Methodist church Sunday a f t
ernoon at 4:30. They have been pre
paring this work for many weeks, and a
stirring rendition of the oratorio will be
given under the direction of Dean Carl
J . Waterman.
Professor Cyrus Daniel, organist of
tBe Methodist church, will play the in
strumental )>ortionB of the work, and the
solo parts of Raphael, Gabriel, and Uriel
will be sung by Marshall Hulbert, bari
tone, Marion Watson, soprano, and Carl Admission Cut To E ighty Cents;
Nicholas, tenor, all advanced students of
Includes Transportation
coats, never say a word and gaze with
Dean Waterman.
that far-off look into their books. It
and Checking
Distinguishing Features
only lasts a week, Itoys, stick it out. It
won’t lie long before they're shaking
This oratorio is distinguished for the
The “ L ” club has announced March
hands with you (with the other one ex many grateful opportunities for the 11 as the definite date of the first “ L ”
tended for initiation fees.)
soloists both in recitative and aria. Out club dance at the new Alexander gym
Today's Friday. Remember the boys standing numbers are “ With Verdure nasium. The Sigma Alpha Iota winter
at Brokaw who lost lobby privileges and Clad” for soprano, “ In Native W orth” formal on the evening of March 4 caused
had to wipe dishes for stacking a room? for tenor, and “ Rolling in Foaming Bil the change in the tentative date.
They have taken to sitting in the vesti low*” and “ Heaven in Fullest Glory
The orchestra has not been chosen yet,
bules ami breaking dishes. Tsk, tsk, the Shown' ’ for baritone.
but the choice will be made in the next
little imps.
Spirited choruses are “ Let There Be few days and announced through the
Light,” “ A New Created World,” Lawrentian. The new low admission
“ Awake the H arp,” “ The Heavens Are price of 80 cents is expected to bring
Telling” , and “ Achieved is the Glorious many people who have not been able to
afford the previous school dances. This
Work.”
Friday, Feb. 24—Basketball game
The opening number for organ “ Rep price includes transportation and check
with Monmouth here.
resentation of Chaoe” is of great power ing of wraps.
The proceeds of the dance will be used
and
expressiveness, and the descriptive
Saturday, Feb. 25—Beta Sigma
interludes for organ are of marked beau to furnish a room at the new Alexander
P hi house party. Theta P h i bar
gymnasium for visiting athletes. The
ty and expressiveness.
party.
room to be furnished is the room to the
Monday, Feb. 27 — Basketball
Members of Choir
west of the main lobby which is now
game w ith Beloit a t Beloit.
The following college and conservatory being used as a lecture room. I t is
students are in the Methodist choir: so hoped that other dances in the future
Tuesday, Feb. 28 — Basketball
pranos—Mary Brooks, Dorothy Overton, will help the project along so that it
game w ith Ripon a t Ripon.
Margaret Trueblood, Helen Cornell, may be completed as soon as possible.
Thursday, March 2 — Romance
Marion Watson, Edith Kozelka, Helen
The members of the decorations com
Language plays.
Beer, Gwen Cramer, Ellen Voights, Helen mittee, composed of John Reeve, ’34,
Friday, March 3—Basketball game
Wernecke, Ruth Butler, Alva Bostrom, chairman, Milton Kuether, Bennie Ra
with Carroll a t Appleton.
Catherine McHugh, Evelyn Bandt, Rose foth, and Sheldon Dodge, all ’33, are
Saturday, March 4—Sigma Alpha
Wolf, Elizabeth Clark, Loryce Douglas, planning some novel decorations. Eddie
Iota formal.
Ruth Durland. Altos—Gladys Schafer, Weld, ’33, is in charge of the affair.
Wednesday, M arch 16—W. A. A.
Anita Cast, Gladys Michaelsen, Phyllis
Ward Rosebush, ’34, is in charge of
party a t the old gymnasium.
Mess, Althea Sprague, Henriette Gould securing the orchestra; Charles Karsten,
Lavara Brumbaugh, Carol Cooley, Fran ’34, tickets; Glenn Hessler, ’33, busses;
Friday, March 24—Campus club
ces Kernin, Betty Hedlund, Betsy Ashe, Clifford Collins, *33, chaperons; and
muslcale a t th e conservatory.
Dorothy Hanson, Beth Strong, Ruth Ehr Paul MrKahan, ’35, checking of wraps.
Saturday, March 26—P hi K appa
hardt, Jane Grobben.
Tenors—Carl
Tan Apache Brawl.
Nicholas, David Mewaldt, Kirby Tink,
NOTICE
F riday and Saturday, April 7 and
Charles Watkins, Carl Mess, Erie Vol
8—S tate speaking contest.
Them will be no issue of th e Lawkert, Jack Houren. Bass—Marshall Hul
rentian th is Tuesday. The next
Thursday, April 13—Spring vaca bert, K urt Regling, Vilas Wenzel, James
paper will appear Friday, March S.
tion begins.
Watkins, William Krahn, Russell Wich
mann, Ben Gage, Chester Roberts.

Quidnuncs Touch Upon Debts and
Milk Strike in Today's Column
By the Quidnuncs
Now if we’d been this young man
from the fraternity of debaters who is
on a women strike for a month, we’d
have believed dirty work was a foot.
The boy collects his bet March 1 if he
doesn't date a gal by that time. We
sit next to the lovely one who is to lx‘ his
first date after the strike. Our first im
pulse was to warn her, but she looks
capable, and he wears glasses.
Speaking of strikes, six lovelies from
Sage popp'd out to see the milk strike
the other day. Two of ’em were bun
dled up in the rear seat, but they got
through the pickets without mishap.
And speaking of Sage, we understand
that a man was discovered lurking on
the porch of third floor the other night.
There was a rush, but the man got away.
Too bad, girlies—better luck next time.
The Betas, who heard the screams, came
over ami offered to guard the third
floor porch the rest of the night, but they
were assured that they had point of
vantage enough from across the street.
Speaking of the Betas, we had a nice
chat with a young gent from that fra
ternity who was chairman of decorations
during Homecoming. His sentiments are
that this column is lousy and he doesn’t
care who writes it. We answered soft
ly, “ Yes*. . . are you telling us?”
Washington's birthday went by with
out much notice. School continued, the
bankers stayed home, we had a speech,
and a few flags flew. (Say that again.)
Don’t you long for the good old days
when we could play cop and robber on
Washington’s birthday?
Orders is orders and boys will be
l>oisterous; a few of the hoys are eating
from mantles these days. You can pick
them out in the library at night. They
sit gingerly on pillows made of over

ing lunches, sleeping on trains, and vis
iting college buildings, Emogene Persch
bacher, ’33, and Manager Rosemary
Wiley, '35, accompanied by Coach Rex
Mitchell, returned to the campus Wed
nesday.
The group left Lawrence Sunday, and
stayed at the 8tevens hotel in Chicago
that night. On Monday night, the wom
en debated a team at Northwestern uni
versity. Miss Phvliss Gamphers, who
coached the Northwestern team, was a
debating op|>oncnt of Miss Perschbach
e r's at Carroll college two years ago.
Taking the midnight train from Chi
cago after the Northwestern debate, up
on which no decision was made, the
three Lawrentians arrived at Iowa uni
versity early Tuesday morning.
At
Iowa university, the Ijiwrence negative
team debated before a debate class of
25 students. The students acted as
judges, and the Lawrence duo won every
vote but one.
The question debated upon reads: Re
solved, that the Federal Radio Commis
sion should be empowered to organize
the radio broadcasting industry into a
single, privately owned, mono|>olistic
concern, subject to federal regulations.
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G uy W iley
H e rm a n W lls
M a ry E le a n o r W rig h t

P la tfo rm

Stimulate Student Interest in World Affairs.

2.

3.

BARBARIAN TENDENCIES
Within the next two weeks most of the fraternities on the campus
will start their annual attempts to abuse those of their p ie c e s who
are willing and able to become active members. In conjunction with
many of the midwest college publications the Lawrentian wishes to
stand opposed to the inane “ Hell W eek” that numerous groups still
insist on staging.
Gradually, as reason has permeated the heads of Greeks the coun
try over, the brutal, irrational initiation period has been modified
considerably. There is, nevertheless, brow beating, paddling, and
abuse not at all commensurate with the purposes of “ Hell W eek.”
Why should there ever be such a period? Briefly the main
justifications appear to be these: to instill in future member«
the proper fraternal spirit, to acquaint them with the ideals and
aspirations o f the group, to make them aware of how a fraternity
house is really operated, and to impress upon them certain funda
mentals of character that a true developed person shoidd possess.
If there is to be servility connected with the proceedings, it can be
obtained much more effectively by rational means than by paddling.
Unadulterated domineering ordinarily does not produce nearly so
effective results as does an attitude of cooperation and helpfulness.
For any purpose, even that of inducing a degree of humility,
paddling is psychologically wrong from a standpoint of the results
forthcoming. The time worn remedy for paddling is to make the
pre-initiation period educational in nature. If the desired state of
mind can be obtained without force, then a subject stands to learn a
great deal. His experiences will be worthwhile. If not the whole sit
uation will be viewed negatively. Provided all the members of a
group, especially those who are the last to have been under orders,
are w illing to repress their animal tendencies, “ Hell W eek” may
prove rather profitable.
INTRAMURAL MEET WITH RIPON
Tomorrow Lawrence’s extended athletic relationships with Kipon
assume a form entirely different from any that has been known in
the past. The compétition which will take place in four intramural
sports is not only indicative of a trend that is gaining strength among
many institutions throughout the nation, but also of a desire on the
part of our athletic department to encourage and develop the possi
bilities of having more men compete with outsiders.
From this particular scheme there seem to follow several sig
nificant advantages. Primarily, of course, the numbers who will be
in actual participation will be greatly augmented. Such a result
falls in line with the “ sport for every man” theory at Lawrence.
Inasmuch as most of the competitors have not had any major sport
experience, they will derive the benefits that accrue to all those who
represent Lawrence on the regular intercollegiate athletic program.
A greater understanding and appreciation of the viewpoints and at
titudes of those who attend neighboring schools must inevitably grow
out of the series of contests that are planned. Much of the spirit of
intolerance that often is found among rivals will be broken down, and
in its place will develop a mutual feeling of sympathy and good will.
The new plan is undoubtedly sound and worthwhile. If pres
ent expectations arc realized, there is every reason to believe and to
hope that the arrangements will continue.

The illusion that times that were are better than those that are
has probably pervaded all ages.—Horace Greeley.
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♦ SO THEY SAY ♦

W alt : —Rosamond Dear Sir:

Lehmann, New York, Henry Holt &
Co.—309 pp., $2.
Only very rarely does one come upon a
hook which gives so vivid an impression
of life and reality as <loes Rosamond
Lehmann's Invitation To the Waltz. It
describes one little phase of life in such
a loving and accurate detail. Her first
novel, D utty Anxwrr, dealt with many
of youth’s problems and faced them with
a cruel, open-faced stare, but in this book
she handles youthful difficulties with a
lighter and kindlier touch of one further
removed from the troubles of extreme
youth.
The heroine of this study of youth’s
tragic comedies is the young girl Olivia,
awakened on her seventeenth birthday
with her much anticipated anil all im|H>rtant hall just a week away. Miss
Lehmann with an utterly charming ac
curacy, which, however, is so desperately
true that it hurts, pictures the girl who
is “ quite attractive but not nearly as
good looking as the elder sister K ata,”
—who nourishes the secret liope that
one day she would wake up to find
herself a radiant beauty whose en
trance into a drawing room would
cause a hush of admiration; the prelimi
naries to the great occasion, the visit to
the village dressmaker and the unsuc
cessful result, the despairing effort to
find an eligible young man because the
invitation says, “ and partner” ; (and in
this |>eriod of sorority formats what
Lawrence coed caunot appreciate her dif
ficulties—with men as scarce and at as
high a premium as they are here) her
horror at finding on his arrival that he
is a dull creature who intends to go into
the church!
Perhaps this review should have been
labeled, “ For Women Only,” for indeed
it is to every girl or woman that the
author appeals with her delicious de
scriptions of the gala night itself with
the ‘‘hair that simply wouldn’t go up,”
the embarrassed eyeing of pros|>ective
partners, a la Frolics, the concealment
of an almost empty program, and the re
treat to the dressing room. But Olivia’s
evening was moderately successful due
to the one or two people that she did
finally meet rather than the riotously
good time she did not have.
Though it is with Olivia we linger
longest, Miss Lehmann his with a fewdeft |>en strokes, drawn other fascinatcharacters.
James, the younger
brother, part artist, part philosopher,
gave birthday presents that would break
your heart. Katie captures the young
man whom she has been trying to get
for a long time. The sophisticated, young
things down from London combine with
them to make the novel one of the most
lightly charming of the season.
A. M. F.
Visitors at the Psi Chi Omega house
Sunday afternoon were Mrs. A. W.
Kuether, mother of Milton Kuether, ’33;
Mr. and Mrs. W. Aleff, parents of
Jerome Aleff, ’36; and Walter Holzwart,
brother of Emil Holzwart, ’36.

B U E T O W ’S
BÇAUTY SHOPPE

Since Mr. C. B. A. is more concerned
with displaying his polemics than with
considering the issues involved, my an
swer is naturally short: ‘ *Segui il too
corso, e lascia dir le genti! ’ ’ This ap
plies both to Mr. C. B. A. and to myself,
(»erhaps with different implications.
May I suggest to Mr. C. B. A. to read
my previous letter over when there are
less petty things to disturb himf
Yours sincerely,
A. Z. L.
Dear Kditor:
May I briefly present in my own
words the reactions of one of our pro
fessors to those statements of F. H.
Prince that have aroused discussion the
country overf
In the first place let us consider jnst
exactly what Prince did during those
pro»|>erous years when he, the despiser
of all talkers, was an executive in charge
of one of the nation's largest stockyards
and also when he was displaying his
merits as a railroad executive. What
he did was this: dictated a few letters
(almost entirely a talking process), had
a few conferences (plenty of hot air
flowing here also), gave a few speeches,
ami held discussions concerning business
problems with industrial leaders. In
other words, the greater share of his
time was doing that very thing that he
paradoxically condemns in others. He
talked. I f he had done as much think
ing as talking, his rash statements would
not be forthcoming.
Turning now to the im|>ortant question
that arises out of Prince’s blowoff—i. e.
to what degree are thinking and action
incompatible—we will first have to re
view the past. In every age in prac
tically every nation the professor has
seemingly had a position in which he
was not able to put into effect or to per
suade others to put into effect any ideas
that he might |H>ssess. Plato went to
Sicily and tliere attempted to establish
certain parts of his ideal state. He,
after the trial had been well started, was
taken as a slave and only luckily escaped
from a life of servility. Aristotle taught
Alexander the Great, only to have Alex
ander throw all advice to the winds and
then to proceed to conquer the world.
The philosopher teacher of Nero did not
succeed in instilling in that king the
proper philosophical ideals. Thus we
might continue through the centuries,
picking out many instances to show that
the professor has seemingly always been

Marston Bros.
Company

in a position apart from that of the
“ action men” or else his advice has not
been followed by those who have the
power.
There are three possible explanations
to this phenomenon. First, in order to
think deeply, to puzzle, to examine, and
to arrive at well founded conclusions,
one needs time. As a result one who is
thoroughly conscientious in his work does
not have sufficient time to devote to the
detailed study that is necessary to suc
cessfully inaugurate any scheme. In the
second place, many who have been keen
thinkers have not possessed the powers
(Continued on page 4)

Dr. Bagg Gives Address
At Rotary Club Tuesday
“ International Relations and Indus
trial Problems of South America” was
the subject of an address given by Dr.
R. M. Bagg of the geology department
at a meeting of the Rotary club, Tues
day noon, at the Northern hotel. Dr.
Bagg illustrated his talk with maps and
charts.
Sigma Phi Epsilon entertained Dr.
Griffiths and Mr. Fries at dinner
Thursday night.

GEENEN'S
A n n o u n c in g
TH E
"P H O E N IX "
H O S IE R Y
CLUB
A MEW IDEA
THAT SAVES
YOU MONET
ON Y 0 U B
HOSIERY!

You are invited to become a member in our
new money saving Phoenix Hosiery Club. Noth
ing to do", ." ju s t come in, register and get your
membership number and card. Your I’hoenix
Hosiery purchases are then registered on your
club card and when you buy your twelfth pair,
we give you a complimentary pair.

J o in T o d a y I

D o n 't D e la y l

Pocohantas Coal
Solvay Coke
Fuel OU
Gasoline

Telephone 902
Phon« 68

Irving Zuelke Building
(Third Floor)

MO N. Oneida S t

•

Candle Glow Tea Room
A p p le to n ’s M o st D e lig h tfu l L u n c h e o n
a n d D in in g S ervice
11* E. LAWRENCE ST.

Chiffon, Semi and
Service Weights

• Full Fashioned
• Lisle and Silk Tops

APPLETON. WISCONSIN

• Heels, Toes, Soles
Reinforced
• Cradle Foot

W
W

I L L I A M
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K E L L E R ,
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K E L L E R ,
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EYESIGHT SPECIALISTS
Over Twenty-five Tears o f Practical E ye and
Optical Experience
For Appointment, Phone 2415
Second Floor—121 W. College Ave.
E yes Carefully Examined

Glasses Scientifically Fitted

• French Heel

} Sizes 8 V2

to 1 0 y 2

Wide Variety of
i ir t New Shades

“BUY
MERICAN”
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What gave indications of developing
into one of the most popular of out
door collegiate sports, perhaps even
surpassing the mag
nitude of football,
flopped suddenly on
W ednesday a f t e r 
noon with the news
that the picketing
in the milk strike
was called off. The
thrills and suspense
8am
which th-; milk strike
offered, attracted many Lawrence stu
dents to its fold. Pour of the most
outstanding Viking football men be
gan running milk trucks through the
strikers’ blockades on Monday, and the
news about the fun and high pay
spread so rapidly that in less than 18
hours practically the entire varsity and
freshman football squads were on the
job, augmented by about half the
heterogeneous population of Brokaw
hall. Those who couldn’t get trucks
from the dairy companies to work with,
joined the pickets and were just as
happy.
A group of self-appointed
pickets, mainly Lawrence freshmen,
received the surprise of their young
lives when they stopped a milk truck
and looked up a t the scowling faces of
several All Conference Viking gridders
in the cab.
Three games during the next five
days and a total of six games in
two weeks is the big task which
has confronted Coach Denney’s
basketball team. . W ith an even
break in scores and two highly suc
cessful contests, from the point of
ability shown, last week, the Law
rence cagers are faced tonight
w ith the job of beating one of the
strongest ball clubs in the middle
west. Following the game with
Monmouth this evening, the Vik
ings will have a short rest and
then leave Monday on their 'last
road trip of the season. Beloit
and Ripon will be met on their
home floors in the order named.
Both contests will count in the
Big Four circuit, and the battle
with the Redmen will also be the
official game for the Midwest Con
ference standings.
Monmouth will show practically the
same team which defeated the V iking’s
second place Midwest team of last year.
Although the advantage of the home
court rests with Lawrence this season,
all the experience and confidence which
sides with a veteran team is with the
Illinois quintet.
With either Jack
O/.burn, last y ear's high point man, or
• actus McConnell, lanky sophomore, at
the pivot post for the invaders, Ben
Kafoth will have a diflicult job in con
tinuing his 16 points per game average
which the fine passing by the rest of
the team enabled him to hold on the
Iowa invasion.
A fter being out of uniform for
practically the entire conference
season because of an injured hand.
Bill Foote rejoined the squad this
week and has been working out at
both the forward and guard posi
tions. Foote, a letterm an from
last year, has the experience and
scoring ability which makes him
one of the most valuable all around
ball players on the cage team. The
return of Foote gives Coach Den
ney six good forwards, Jones,
Blum, Rosebush, Roeck, Karsten,
and Foote, whom he can use against
Monmouth. I t is probable, how
ever, th a t Coach Denney will con
tinue with his starting lineup of
the sophomore pair, Jones and
Blum, a t the forward posts.
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Carleton Leading
RIPON SENDS
Championship Is Carroll On Top in
Big Four; Beloit
For Midwest
FOUR MINOR Race
Cinched
By
D
.l.’s
in Second Place
Basketball Title
Finish Season W ithout Defeat;
SPORT TEAMS
Big Four Standings
STANDINGS
W.

Contests Are To Be Swimming, <'arleton
..................... 5
Wrestling, Handball,
Monmouth __________ 4
Coe ............ ...... -............. 4
and Volley Ball
Arrangements are practically complete
for the first intercollegiate intramural
ever attempted at Lawrence college. To
morrow afternoon Kipon college is send
ing a selected group of minor sports’
men to compete with the Vikes in swim
ming, wrestling, handball, and volley ball.
The handball matches will start at 2
o ’clock, the events being run consecu
tively so that s|>ectators may see them
all.
Kirby Tink, who is in charge of hand
ball, has selected the winners of the four
class tournaments to represent I.awrcnce.
The class champions are: senior class,
Orvis Schmidt; junior class, Kirby Tink;
sophomore class, Howard High; fresh
man class, (ierard Hecker. Two doubles
teams will be chosen on the basis of
trials this afternoon.
Swimming Events
Bob Roemer, in charge of swimming,
has scheduled three events in his meet:
a free style relay, a plunge for distance,
the total distance of a three-man team
counting, and treading water, the ag
gregate time of four men deciding. Ted
Wilder, YVallv Clark, Bud Sehier, and
At Wi»elder rorm the relay team; Bill
Watkins, Bob Mueller, and Sehier will
do the plunging; and < lark, Mueller,
Schier, and Watkins will engage in tread
ing water.
Charles Retterer will attempt to pick
out two volley ball teams this afternoon
from a host of aspirants including:
Howard Aderhold, Donovan Ballard,
Hank Connor, Frank Dean, Jimmy DeCock, Shelly Dodge, Oeorge Donnelly,
Ches Gebhardtx Burt Kellogg, (Sene
Krohn, John Reeve, Charley Retterer,
Sam Smith, Bill Tams, John Vogel, H.
Vollmer, Bill Watkins, and Roily Ziegler.
W restling Matches
The major event of the afternoon will
be the wrestling matches in seven d if
ferent weights. The participants have
lieen picked as the result of a series of
elimination matches conducted by Coach
Clapp. Wahlstroin will fight in the 125
pound class. Speedy Wenberg will ap
pear in the 125 pound match, and his
brother makes it a family affair by
grunting in the 145 pound class. Xorinv
Traas will represent the blue in the 155
pound class, while W. Johnson, lX’nnis,
and Schreve battle in the 165, 175, and
heavyweight classes respectively. The
wrestling will wind up the afternoon’s
activities.
The program is another
“ noble experiment” in Coach Clapp’s
attempt to have a sport for every man,
and may set a precedent in intercolle
giate relations with neighboring schools.

Brokaw Prepares
Athletic Program;
W ill Give Medals

*‘ Hev, roommate, you can’t make that
basket.”
Such remarks will soon be
hearil out at the gymnasium from the
residents of Brokaw hall. The students
living at the hall are forming basketball
teams for a basketball tournament spon
sored by the new student government.
Freshman and varsity basketball play
ers are ineligible because it would take
too much additional time from their
studies. The student government has
chosen the following men to organize
the teams: Nishan Jorjorian, Stanley
tiuth, John Jones, Raymond Stout, Fred
erick Olson, and Ellsworth Eberhardv, all
’36.
The contests start this coming Tues
True to predictions, Marquette neat day evening. Arrangements have been
ly bumped off Carroll 35 to 23 at Wau
kesha the other night. A fter fooling
around with a substitute lineup during
the first half which ended 12 to 8 in
favor of Carroll, Coach Chandler sent
his Hilltop regulars into the fray, and
M arquette romped off with an easy
win. M orstadt, Gorvchka, and Mullen
Q u a lity J e w e le r
were scoring with such ease that the
Pioneers resorted to fouling them in
order to halt the Marquette rally. The
212 E. College Ave.
result was that Johnson. Dillingofski,
and Breen were removed from the
A ppleton, Wis.
game on personal fouls.
Sam.

Henry N. Marx

L.
0
1
•
3
3
3
5
5

Pet.
1.000
.800
.6««;
.500
.500
.400
.166
.000

Beloit ..... ..................... 3
Knox ........ ...................... 3
4
Lawrence .
S____ 1
Ripon ___ _
Cornell __
0
Oames Tonight
Coe at Carleton
Monmouth at Lawrence
Games Tomorrow
Knox at Carleton
/
Cornell at Beloit
Ripon college Redmen will be the only
Midwest Conference basketball team that
will not see action this weekend. Be
loit, Carleton, Coe, ami Knox will com
plete their conference schedules with
this bracket of games.
Coe To Play Carleton
Coe college of Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
will journey to Xorthfield in an effort
to threaten Carleton’s hold of first
place, Friday evening, and the following
evening Coach Dean Trevor's Knox quin
tet will take up the job of stopping
Carleton.
Lawrence meets Monmouth at Alex
ander gymnasium Friday evening in a
contest that will do a great deal to de
termine which five will finish in the first
division. Saturday evening at Beloit the
Cornell quintet will make its next to the
lust attempt to break into the win
column in conference standings.
Lawrence was the only Wisconsin team
that was able to break into the win col
umn in the games played last week. The
Vikes defeated Cornell 36 to 17, after
losing 26 to 19 to Coe. Ripon was de
feated 42 to 21 by Monmouth and 38
to 33 by Knox, and the veteran Carleton
team had little trouble disjiosing of Be
loit by a 32 to 23 score.

Lawrence Debaters Meet
M arquette University
(Continued from page 1)
ing on the waiver plan. The excitement
past, the debate continued.
That day two Lawrence teams debated
before Edgerton high school in the a ft
ernoon and before the Kiwania club that
evening. The night before at Jefferson,
Bennett and Beyer had won an audience
decision from Sprague and Davis. The
vote was ID to 8 with one ballot calling
the debate a draw. In the audience was
none other than present Wisconsin
State Treasurer Henry.
Connor and Fulton are to meet Car
roll this afternoon for the second time
in two days. They will debate before
the West Allis high school. Yesterday
noon the Lawrence team met a Carroll
negative before the West Allis Rotary
club, and then in the evening moved
into Milwaukee to meet a strong Mar
quette team.
Tuesday Sprague and Clapp go to
Mauston to debate Ripon in the after
noon and in the evening. On the follow
ing day they move on to Lancaster for a
series of three debates in one «lay with
Beloit. At noon they debate before the
Kiwanis club, in the afternoon before
the high school, and in the evening be
fore a public audience.

Win Over Big Eps By
28 to 14 Score

STANDINGS
W.
Pet.
L.
1.000
0
Delta Iota .....-....... ___ 6
.600
2
Psi Chi O m e g a -----___ 3
3
.600
2
Theta Phi ....... ......
.400
2
3
Beta Sigma Phi —
2
.400
3
Sigma Phi Epsilon
.200
1
4
Delta Sigma Tau
.000
9
Phi Kappa T a u _____ 0
Tuesday’s Results
Theta Phi, 20; Delta Sigs, 15.
L ast N ig h t's Results
Theta Phi, 20; Psi Chis, 19
Betas, 28; Delta Sigs, 14
D. I . ’s, 25; Sig Eps, 11.
By defeating the Sig E|>s last night,
the I). I .’s cinched the interfraternity
basketball championship and finished the
season without a defeat.
Tuesday, the Theta Phis won a nip
and tuck battle from the Delta Sigs
after Busse, Delta Sig ace, went out on
|H*rsonal fouls. Hecker and Tams starred
for the Theta Phis.
In the first game last night, the Psi
Cliis took another one |>oint defeat on
the chin, when they lost a hard fought
battle to the Theta Phis. The lead al
ternated right down to the final gong.
The second game found the Betas
romping over the I>elta Sigs to the tune
of 2* to 14 after the Betas started poor
ly. Brackett and Oley starred for the
Betas, Busse for the Delta Sigs.
In the third game the championship
Delta lota squad lieat a game Sig Ep
team 25 to 11. “ Long Jo h n ” Leason,
D. 1. forward, collected seven field goals
for high scoreing honors. Nagle starred
for the Sig Eps.

Tourmaline Club To Hold
Meeting Next Tuesday
Members of Tourmaline club will pre
sent material on recent geological publi
cations at a meeting of that organization
Tuesday evening in Science hall.

Dr. Earl Baker Has Leave
of Absence This Semester
Dr. Earl L. Baker, professor of pub
lic school music, is on leave of almence
for the second semester. His work is
split up among Prof. Muracil, Dean Wa
terman, Miss Helen Mueller, and Prof.
Daniels. The practice teaching which
is done in the parochial and public
schools is being continued.

ICE
R e frig e ra tio n
SAFE
SILENT
DEPENDABLE

LUTZ ICE CO.
P h o ne 2
SAVE w ith ICE

FIRST TRUST COMPANY
O F APPLETON

INVESTED CAPITAL $1,400,000

s Hosiery Shop
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(Continued from page 1)
thumb, but he has been working smooth
ly against the frosh and may he called
to start the game tonight. Jones will
probably get the call for the other for
ward post, and Ashman will start at one
of the guards. Coach Denney has de
clined to name the other guard, saying
only that Williams is giving Pfeiffer and
(¡ochnaucr a good run for the post. Blum
and Felts are almost sure to see action.
Monmouth met Carroll at Waukesha
last night and will meet Loyola at
Chicago on Saturday evening. Woll and
McLaskev will probably start at the
forward positions for the invaders, while
McDaniels and Kuding or Akers will
start in the guard positions. I f the Vik
ings defeat the Illinois invaders tonight,
they will go into a tie for fourth place
in the Midwest conference.

Books O j Patents
Are Presented To
Paper Institute

The Institute of Pai>cr (Tiemistry is
the recipient of a unique gift. About a
month ago, Charles W. Hills of Chicago,
a well known patent attorney, presented
it with 15 volumes for the technical li
brary.
These books contain specifications for
all the patents concerning pulp and pa|>er inventions which have been registered
in the U. 8. Patent Office. Mr. Hills
himself did the work of compiling and
arranging these lists, which will un
13 doubtedly he of great use to Institute
PF students.
2
4
Mrs. A. F. Zuchlke entertained mem
2
2 bers and alumnae of Beta Phi Alpha at
2 a Washington party at her home Wed
0 nesday evening.
12

Zeta Tau Alpha announces the instal
lation of officers Tuesday afternoon.
They are as follows: President, Marcella
Schaus; vice president, Helen Wilson;
secretary, Marian McEwan, all ’34; and
treasurer, Mildred Liese, ’35.

FOX APPLETON
Today an d S at.
2 BIG FEA TU RES
Jim m y
B u te r
DURANTE
KEATON
in

“ W HAT!

How to sleep w ellown enough
Life Insurance

NO BEER?”

— AND —
Tim McCoy ft N ora Lane
in

San., Mon. ft T ae.
Lee T racy f t U na M erkel
in

“ CLEAB ALL W IR ES’’
— EXTRA —
CARNERA ft 8CHAAKF ig h t P ictu re

A sk

Wettep^el

Northwestern Mutual Lile
Phone1C81
First Nat B a n k B ld g .
APPLETONI.W IS.

JOHNSON’S FEBRUARY SALE!

F R E E

H E E L S

. LEATH ER, R U B B E R , or FIB R E L IFTS

T h is Offer E n d s T u e sd a y , F eb ru a ry 28
H ere’« y o u r ch a n c e to g e t y o u r shoes a c tu a lly R e b u ilt th e
J o h n so n W ay . . . w ith a P a ir of HEELS p u t o n FREE w ith each
p a ir of soles. You save d oubly a t th is SALE . . .. 1ST you g et th e
HEELS FREE; a n d 2ND you g et th e ad v a n ta g e of o u r New RE
DUCED PRICES FOR SOLES.
YOU MUST BRING TH E COUPON BELOW W ITH YOU TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF T H IS BARGAIN . . . Clip I t O u t NOW!

HEELS FREE! ! ! !
T h is co u p o n e n title s th e b ea rer to a p a ir of Heels
(R ubber, L ea th er, o r F ibre Lifts) FREE w ith ea c h p air
of soles p u t o n by u s.

N O neida S t

Silk Stockings

79c

T o t a l s ________________ _ 7

Vikings Are To Oppose
Monmouth Here Tonight

With Each Pair of SOLES Put On at
JOHNSON’S SHOE REBUILDERS

T H E FIRST NATIONAL BANK

112

Totals ...... ............................10 1 1
Ripon
FG FT
2
Seaver, f.
1
Lolir, f ......... ............................ 0
1
Smith, c. __ ______________ 1
1
Mevers, g..... ............................ 1
7
..........................
3
2
Holmes, g.
Jensen, g..... ............................ 0 0

e e t

“ W ESTERN CODE”

made to play all games at the new Alex
ander gymnasium on Tuesday and Thurs
day evenings at 7:30. Ted Wilder, ’36,
is in charge of the contest.

H e rn e r

W
Pot.
L.
1.000
............... 4 • 0
2
.600
Beloit ............ ............... 3
.333
Lawrence ........ ............... 1
2
.000
4
Ripon .............. ............... 0
By defeating Ripon 32 to 26 in a close
game at Beloit this week, the gold cag
ers have further tightened their hold
on second place in the Big Four basket
ball race. Carroll, assured of at least
a tie for the championship, faces Ripon
at Waukesha and Lawrence at Apple
ton in the remaining games for the
Pioneers.
Beloit’s lone contest is with the Vik
ings at Beloit, while Lawrence faces the
big task of winning its three remaining
games in order to finish in second place
in the conference as it did last year.
Ri|>on plays Lawrence at Ripon and then
goes to Carroll to meet the defending
champions in a game which the Pioneers
should easily win.
I-es Kuplic led the Beloit cagers to
victory, scoring 13 of his team 's points,
and Captain Meyers carried off the scor
ing honors for the Redmen. The tight
guarding of Heiss and Whitson for Be
loit and Meyers of" Ripon featured the
game. Ripon trailed 12 to 13 at the half.
The box score:
Beloit
FG FT P F
Duval, f....... ............................ 1
3 4
Kelly, f........ ....... . ................ 1
0
1
2 2
Bloom, f . __ ______________ 2
Kuplic, c. __ ........... ........... .... 4 5 3
Whiston, g. ___________ __ 0
0 o
Heiss, g.
......................... 2
1
1

M

$ 1 OO

91 3 5
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N
S
O
N
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S
SHOE REBUILDERS
123 E. COLLEGE AVE.
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News From Other
Colleges
By Wlllielmlne Mayer
Excitement reigned at H arvard re
cently when a hoax issue of The Crimmm, the college paper, reported that
a certain alumnus, ’04, had been ap
pointed to the presidency of the col
lege in place of A. Lawrence Lowell.
Huston newspaper men, tipped off that
there was a scoop, found hundreds of
copies with hold headlines and stories
stating the facts, faked telegrams from
Roosevelt, etc.
The editor denies
knowledge of it and nobody knows
what i t ’s all about. The only honest
thing in the paper was the weather re
port . . . “ Storm brewing.”
According to tests made by Dr.
N. W. M arston at Badciiffe col
lege, Tufts college, and Columbia
university, all men prefer a million
dollars to a perfect lcve affair,
while 92 per cent of the girls pre
ferred the iove affair. Well . . .
well . . . well . . . they d id n 't ask
us.
Italy must be getting tired of bull
fights (or don’t they have them there?
We aren’t up on international affairs.)
because we read that Premier Mussoliiri
has requested Joe Savoldi, former
Notre Dame grid star, to bring two
football teams to fair Italy next spring
in an attem pt to popularize the game
there.
A t Alabama the college students
are going back to their childhood
days. Not only do all the stores
have a large number of these pen
ny Baby Buths and the like, but
they have a lot of penny choco
lates, and they sell like wildfire.
The depression has its compensa
tions.
A student at Alabama is reported to
have flunked a course entitled “'How
to S tu d y ” and passed all his other
subjects with an average of B.
And reading this item makes us
hopeful. A student who enrolled
a t the College of Puget Sound, 25
years ago, received his B.A. de
gree only recently.
The philosophy instructor at The
College of The City of New York went
on a hunger strike last December 10
in protest against the apathy of in
tellectuals towards pogroms in Poland.
What the heck are pogroms and why!
Seniors a t K entucky University
remove corduroy trousers from
underclassmen who dare to wear
them, and toss the offending frosh
into the trees. C a n 't you ju st
picture the numerous freshmen on
our campus squatting in the trees
like squirrels without their . . .
Oh, my!
Two fraternities a t Northwestern
U niversity had a snowball fight and
broke 51 windows in one house and 18
in the other.

Work By Students
From Leading Art
Schools Displayed
Lithographs, woodblock prints, and
linoleum cuts selected from stu d en ts’
work a t the leading a rt schools of the
country arc now on display at the li
brary. All work on the pictures, in 
cluding the printing, drawing, and
transferring, was done by students.
The display is divided into three
groups. Group one is an exhibit of
the work of a class in “ Prints and
Print M aking” under Professor A rth
ur Young a t the Teachers College at
Columbia University.
Examples in
group two are from students’ work in
the department of painting and dec
oration directed by Professor W. A.
Readio at the Carnegie In stitu te of
Technology. The third group is com
posed of work from the School of Fine
and Applied Arts directed by Profes
sor Jam es C. Boudreau at the P ra tt
Institute.
This exhibit is circulated by the
American Federation of Arts, a na
tional organization for the cultivation
of the arts, w ith headquarters in
Washington, D. C.

College Students
Participants in
Local Milk Strike
Husky college football men and other
]>erhaps
not quite so-husky
Lawrence
students took their turn» on one side or
the other of the local milk strike. Some
found their places with the pickets, and
others escorted the milk trucks through
the blockade.
Ten students from Hrokaw hall drove
out to watch the milk pickets one eve
ning. However, they could not resist
temptation and just had to help dump
the milk when their services were needed.
A truckload of <>0 cans was dumped be
fore the wanderers felt obliged to start
home.
Ju st a Slight E rror
On the way home the sight seers de
cided to offer their services to the pick
ets. Tht*y drove into a farm yard where
they thought the strikers were to con
gregate. To their surprise they found a
group of strike breakers, and were so
effectively told to get out that they
ailed it a night and went home.
It is said that on the same evening
two football players drove one of the
milk trucks through the picket lines and
were among the few who were able to
get through. Others went through with
the escort trucks when the blockade was
stronger. Anything for excitement was
the motto, and some of the fellows helped
IKith the strikers and the strike-breakers.
Two Brought Back by Sheriffs
Two other students went down to
wards Kaukauna to watch the strikers.
The two peaceful bystanders were picked
up by deputy sheriffs and brought back
to Brokaw in a squad car. It seems the
authorities thought they were going to
create a disturbance in the peaceful
gathering and wanted to avoid later dif
ficulties. However, they were mistaken
as the students were merely interested
spectators who wanted to get first-hand
information about the tactics of the
strikers.
Three freshmen hitch-hiked up to
Nichols, a town about 25 miles distant,
to watch the pickets at the Borden Dairy
company. The plant was closed, and
they were only able to see a few pickets
after all their extensive trouble. How
ever, they claim that while on the way
home they saw an enterprising farmer
who was trying to evade the pickets by
driving his cow, milk and all, into the
city.
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Hoover Gives Address
Over Radio Wednesday
(Continued from page 2)
to act. The quality of leadership and
organizing ability is lacking. Thirdly,
professors are ordinarily not invited to
act or to attempt to put any of their
plans into action. They do not have the
opportunity
of
promulgating
their
schemes in a practical way. Perhaps
these reasons do not justify the profes
sors’ position and attitude, but they do
explain them.
Wliat is to be done? The professor
will have to keep on doing as he is, keep
striving forward, retain his courage in
the hope that there will come a time
when many students will see the light.
L. M. N.

(Continued from page 1)
behavior has, of itself, nothing to do with
whether his beliefs are true or false. We
must keep this fact in mind when we
ask ourselves the question, ‘Can the fun
damentals of our own government be
improved u|K>n!’ ”
Dr. Hoover's next |>oint was that
many old ideas were never meant the
way people would have us believe.
He cited the quotation of George
Washington in which he counseled his
fellow countrymen to a void foreign en
tanglements.
“ B ut,”
Hoover con
tinued, “ the reason for this statement
was to ‘gain time for our country to
settle anil mature its yet recent insti
tutions.’ ”
Public M ust Be Enlightened
Hoover again quoted Washington.
‘ In proportion as the structure of a
government gives force to public opin
ion, it is essential the public opinion
should lie enlightened.’ ” He then con
tinued by saying that if we must depend
in public opinion we must recognize a
definition of it. If we accept the mean
ing that it is simply an expression of
natural rights, we must divide what are
our natural rights. After having named
those rights which are generally accept
ill, the rights to life, liliertv, property,
equality, and the right not to be gov
erned without our consent, Dr. Hoover
gave examples to show- how limited are
their applications.
“ Our American culture,” he contin
ued, “ is liased on |ierhaps three main
ideas: mass education, machine produc
tion, and political equality.” In criti
cising these he said that mass education
does not differentiate. Machine produc
tion is neither good nor bad. A counter
tendency must lie worked out for the
gradual collecting of more and more
priqierty into the hands of the wealthy
classes. The general demand tends to
bring achievement down to the dead
level of mediocrity. The»»' are national
shortcomings. “ Were Washington liv
ing today, he would he working to im-

MacHarg Talks
Before Meeting
of German Club
About 25 students who attended an
o|ien meeting of the German club held
at Hamar house Wednesday evening went
on an imaginery trip with Dr. John B.
Macllarg, professor of American his
tory, through western United States and
Germany.
After visiting every state west of
those bordering the Mississippi except
Nevada, the company boarded a German
steamer at the jiort of Galveston. Iifl
mediately, they were in German atmos
phere. A stop at Havana and two stops
at Spain were made before disembark
ing at Bremen.
The students were thrilled by the op|iortiinity of seeing university students
at Leipsig and comparing them with stu
dents of their own Lawrence college.
Leipsig students no longer wear the uni
forms of their resjiwtive fraternities.
They go bare-headed. Duels are less
frequent than formerly. The youth of
Germany has lieen schooled in ¡toverty.
The young people are rugged, seriousininded, and enjoy sports.
In visits to Dresden, Berlin, Leipsig,
Bremen, and other large German cities
the voyagers had the opportunity to
study the present day German social
problems. German jieople are hopeful
that Hitler will supply the strong, firm
government they so much desire.
Dr. MacHarg proved an able guide as
he has just recently returned from the
trip just described.

World News in Brief
Paraguay decided they had had enough
of playing around and issued an edict to
“ Declare war on Bolivia.” After eight
months of conflict in Gran Chaco, in
which hundreds on both sides have Ini n
killed, they decided to get at it in earn
est and officially dee la re war.
The government’s summons to the
senators and deputies composing the con
gress to meet today asserted that Para
guay is not ‘ ‘ asking ’ ’ for war because
of the efforts of neutrals to bring about
arbitration. “ Bolivia's aggression has
created a de facto state of war,” the
bulletin explained.
Sir Malcolm “ Speed’’ Campbell
drove 272.108 miles per hour Wed
nesday to break his own record of
253.968 a t Daytona Beach, Fla.
To add to the brilliance of the
achievement the beach course was
in very poor condition.

Residing in last w-eek's Lawrentian
the fulsome praise accorded the new
Time style o f. writing, the writer was
visited with an irresistible impulse to
contradict. This impulse has resolved
itself into a numlier of articulate ob
jections.
There doesn't seem to be any depres
In the first place it is a distinct and
sion
in the gun powder supply, as there
somewhat “ far-fetched” compliment to
have lieen large shipments made to the
the Lawrentian to compare it—in any
South American countries. Two days ago
way—to Time. It takes a particularly
the officials at the Panama canal breathed
vivid imagination (something the writer
easier following the transshipment of
does not jMissess) to see even the faint
two tons of dynamite, 36 bombs and
est resemblance between the two. If
other munitions hound for Peru and
anyone doubts the veracity of that state
Colombia. A Fokker plane and 50 cases
ment, let him make the comparison for
of machine guns are also awaiting trans
himself.
shipment to Peru.
In the second place, the new affecta
tion is, in my estimation, not worthy of
a college publication. A high school—
Newman Club To Hold
particularly a small town high school—
Round Table Discussion
would revel in it, but we, presumably,
prove present conditions,” he said, “ be
have more sophist icated taste. I do not
Round table discussion on a religious
cause of world organization through
mean to imply that the style should be
science, increasing the trend toward in topic will Ik“ held at a meeting of New
come utterly lifeless, but there is a dif
man club, Sunday afternoon at 4 o ’clock
ternationalism is in the cards. ’ ’
ference between a vivacious policy and
Dr. Hoover then stated the common at the Catholic home. Supper will be
a policy of “ jazzing it up.”
criticisms made of internationalism: served.
In the third place, the style in ques
that it tends to destroy nationalism,
tion is extremely susceptible to the
that internationalism springs from race must think aliout world affairs liecausc
|ieculiar humor of the re|iorter. It adapts
prejudice, and that it runs counter to they are immediate problems and be
itself too easily to “ dirty cracks.”
the theory of national sovereignty. cause thereby our sympathies will be ex
Familiar titles and adjectives often im
These he then refuted. “ Therefore we panded,” he finished.
ply innuendo and insinuation which
create hard feelings. In that connection
one might very delicately suggest that
it takes an artist to employ wit. Un
fortunately wit is not always enjoyed
nor appreciated by the very people it is
intended to amuse. Wliat one reader
might dub “ so clever” , another is just
W ading thru snow, and slipping precariously along icy streets may
as likely to acclaim as “ kittenish” —or
appeal
to
some, but for us—well, we prefer thin touch-o-spring-in-the-air at
worse.
The writer does not presume to know
mosphere which strikes our fawncy. Light-hearted, and light-footed, we
anything about journalism but he has
scooted down the avenue, and look! W e fo u n d ...........
New Campus Forum Has
always understood it a fault to “ edi
N A N and DAN.
First Meeting Last Night torialize” news stories. It is, moreover,
distinctly noticeable that the Lawren
(Continued from page 1)
tian of late has not lieen consistent in
impressions, and would recognize anil its style. The articles which it dares not
By this time you’re probably yearn variety anil “ sulmtantialihility ” in food,
Sec y a ’ at SNIDES! I t ’s a popular
print outstanding literary works of the teni|>er with stand in disturbing contrast
ing for a spring-like change in your besides attractiveness.
When you’re rendezvous around this campus for mak
students.
to the embellished sections.
room. I f so, BRETT8CHNEIDER '8 rushing aliout and need to get vour ing a date, and
After Green had completed his speech,
More could lie said hut my soul is aphave a particular nourishment in short time, come to the do we like it! One
several m atters were discussed by those peased. In fairness one should also |ioint
ly good suggestion VARSITY—i t ’s so handy!
would be safe in
present. A great deal of the discussion out the many estimable features of the
to
w ard s creating
guessing in the a f
centered around the advisability and Lawrentian. It is easier, however, to
that cheery a t
firmative, for by
possibility of the Forum's creating a accuse than to defend—so let it suffice.
mosphere. 8hort
dropping around at
publication by which its ideas might lie
J . J . S.
lengths
of
the
SNID ER’S at any
disseminated.
highest grade da
time you ’re bound
The meeting adjourned shortly after
Kappa Alpha Theta entertained at
masks, with enough
to
meet ever so
the live discussion of the motion which dinner at the sorority rooms Tuesday
yardage for from
many coeds who
authorized the appointment of a com night in honor of Mrs. F. H. Bathke,
two to five pairs
y o u ’d supposed
mittee to investigate the possibility of district president, who is visiting the
were d ilig e n tly
organizing such a publication, and which chapter. A dinner was also given for of drapes, are being offered at one-half
the
original
price!
The
|iatterns
are
studying.
Maybe they were. I t ’s things
was passed.
her a t Ormsbv hall Wednesday night.
beautiful with their soft, fresh coloring.
like cube steaks, French-fried, and similar
Make those dorm windows attractive—
substantial foods at a good price that
we heard it helps a lot.
give this place its favoritism. Fountain
With | k>Io coats reap|tearing for the lunches and the 'specially gooey hot
spring showing on the campus, it seems fudges vie with the dinners, hut never,
timely that we refer you to THE MOD oh never, do they clash! Make that teteSing a new song and play
ERN DRY CLEANERS. Oh, no! W e’re a-tete successful—the SNIDER way.
a new tune on an instru
not insinuating, hut from hitter exper
ment which hits the note
ience we know that these polos have a
without sliding up and down
peculiar and persistent tendency towards
the scale a few times. Blue
A day doesn't have to be a birthday,
collecting grime, dust, and Appletonian Washington’s or anybody elsc’s, to ap
notes are simply out in
soot. But, even so and not withstand preciate and make every moment big.
spring, so let your once
ing, you can keep them nifty-looking That is, of course,
melodious weapons be effi
ciently repaired by KOLETZKE. Need with extremely little cost by just calling if you ’re momenting
1 Lb. Best Assorted
a new string? KOLETZKE has it. Or, the MODERN at 88. I f you’re not al with a box of HAR
Chocolates
how aliout getting those sorority and ready acquainted with their work, i t ’s V E Y ’8
’specially
fraternity pictures in some real swank aliout time! Every garment submitted sweet chocs. There’s
1 Lb. Old Fashioned
fracesf Don’t forget KOLETZKE is to the skillful and effective cleaning of so much we could say
B utter Creams
Appleton's ddest and most reliable pic- the MODERN is as if made anew. Real about them; but
ly, ’tis true. I t ’s for your good to find why, when i t ’s so
1 Lb. Fresh
ture-framer—they’ve had experience.
out!
easy to find out for
Salted Peanuts
yourself by just
sampling them! A
All three for only
Flu and cold germs are lit
good book, a comfy
erally trampled down, squelch
chair, and a box of HARVEY’S prod
ed, and driven out by the
ucts, and you’ll lie the perfect example
work of good milk. Build up
of heart, head, and tummy ease. If
your resistance so you can
1
there’s anything else that should thrill
slush thru slush, and feel as
you i t ’s the price, or rather the lack of
Variety is the spice of three square sured that sneezes won’t re
Friday Only
meals a day ’tis said, and at the VAR sult. I t ’s possible if you
it. The way poor Price has lieen hacked
SITY menus undergo a daily change and drink APPLETON PUBE
and slashed is reason enough for its
thereby even the most particular are MILK, and plenty of it. It
333 Vest Calete Avenue
tremendous fall; and imagine its chagrin
pleased. Noonday lunches resemble sturdy also gives you ambition to get out for
P h o n e 6440
dinners, that is in everything except in those deadly eight o ’docks. Yes, we said while its rival, Quality, remains as high
as ever!
price. From 35c to 50c you can get APPLETON PURE MILK I
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